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Joella G. Yoder, "Christiaan Huygens' Theory of Evolutes: 
Its Mathematical ~evelopmeIlt and Physical Application" (in 
progress). University of Wisconsin. 
J. Peter Zetterburg, "'Mathematical Magick' in England: 
1550-1650" (completed). University of Wisconsin. 
******xx**** 
In this department we print rzews of appointments, pro- 
motions, deaths, and other events of interest to historians of 
mathematics. For this information we depend on interested 
individuals concerned to keep us informed, and through us the 
wider community. 
NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 
Ivor Grattan-Guinness was in Australia from early May to 
early September 1976. He gave a major invited address to the 
20th Annual Conference of the Australian Ma~lematical Society 
at Perth on "Georg Cantor's influence on Bertrand Russell." He 
taught a history of mathematics course at the University of 
Western Australia for the winter term and gave seven other 
special lectures in that city. Then in the Eastern States of 
Australia he gave twenty lectures and one discussion meeting in 
seventeen working days on a variety of topics in mathematical 
education and the history of mathematics to audiences in 
universities and colleges, and to associations of mathematical 
teachers, in Adelaide, Melbourne, Hobart, Canberra, Sydney, 
Newcastle, Brisbane and Townsville. 
GAUSS PORT~ITS AVAILABLE 
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht (D 3400 GiSttingen, Postfach 77) 
have reprinted two well known portraits of Gauss: the Jensen 
portrait-- the best known of Gauss--in two colours, 33 by 43 cm., 
DMlS-; and Gauss on the terrace of the Gattingen Observatory, 
two colours, 50 by 38 cm., DM20. 
(More NEWS S NOTICES on p. 337) 
